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North American open road awaits! You don't work for Men anymore! You're the owner of your own trucking business and you call the shots. Build your empire a rig at a time to master the road and defuse the competition. Can you handle stress? Bid - Hopefully the best guy wins. Do you
take what companies bid for jobs or do you move and love valuable time? Remember Profits is King! Haul - Start behind the wheels that transport 45+ types of cargo including livestock, chemicals, and mobile homes, cross-country to bring in large dollars. Handle - This taboo doesn't drive
yourself! Back up to load the dock, manage your fuel, and keep your truck in peak condition. Mastering – Move it better and faster than your competition. Build your reputation beach to the beach as you long distance across 48 states, Canada and now Mexico! Grow - Build your business
and add rigs to your fleet. Have up to 37 mammoth machines and trailers. Page 2 Windows Games Simulation 18 Steel Wheel: American Long Haul License: Shareware $14.99 Total download:1,263 (1 last week)Latest version:2.1.2.38 The 2.1.2.38 version 18 Steel Wheel: American Long
Haul is provided as free download on our website. These downloads have been checked by our antivirus and rated as safe. Common file names for program installers are 18 American Steel Wheels Long Haul.exe, 18 Steel Wheels.exe, alh-WT.exe, alh.exe or Games.exe etc. The most
popular versions of software are 2.1 and 1.0. This tool was originally produced by SCS Software. 18 Wheeler Steel: American Long Haul belongs to the Game. The tool is sometimes referred to as 18 Long Haul American Steel Wheels, 18 Long Haul American Steel Wheels - magyars -.
From developers: 18 Wheelers of Steel: American Long Haul is a truck simulation game. Build your empire a rig at a time to master the road and defuse the competition. Start behind the wheels that transport 45+ types of cargo including livestock, chemicals, and mobile homes, cross-
country to bring in large dollars. You might want to check out more software, such as 18 Steel Wheels – Across America, 18 Wheels of Steel Pedals for Metal or 18 Steel Wheels - Convoys, which may be related to 18 Steel Wheels: American Long Haul. Latest update: August 27, 2018
Upgradeable Pros Truck allows you to make faster deliveries. Visit cities in the United States, Canada and Mexico. Such an environment contributes to the realism of the game. Contracts allow for better salaries. Long hauls cons can be very time-consuming. Traffic laws can be difficult to
follow. Take your big rig on the highway North American open road awaits! You don't work for Men anymore! In 18 Steel Wheels - American Long Haul, you are the owner of your own truck business and you call shots. Build your empire a rig at a time to master the road and Can you handle
stress? Your American dream starts behind the wheel of your own big rig. Features of the game: Bidding - Hopefully the best guys win. Do you take what companies bid for jobs or do you move and lose valuable time? Remember - Profit is King! Haul - Start behind the wheels that transport
45+ types of cargo including livestock, chemicals, and mobile homes, cross-country to bring in large dollars. Handle - This taboo doesn't drive yourself! Back up to load the dock, manage your fuel, and keep your truck in peak condition. Mastering – Move it better and faster than your
competition. Build your reputation beach to the beach as you long distance across 48 states, Canada and now Mexico! Grow - Build your business and add rigs to your fleet. Have up to 37 mammoth machines and trailers. - Review by Mick This installment of 18 Steel Wheels (18 WOS)
series puts you back behind the large half-truck wheel of 18 wheels. 18 Steel Wheel: American Long Haul allows you to get a sense of what life is behind the wheel really like. Following the rules of the road is a must as you will be fined a lot for any expression you do. From hitting your
trailer to dropping it without details left behind. Difficulty Free Adjustment Play is the only way to experience this edition of 18 WOS. You can adjust the difficulty settings from easy to hard. The difference between the difficulty levels is how much money you start and how accurate you need



when putting the trailer to get off. It's easy you start with $50,000 and the trailer doesn't have to align properly. Simple gives you $20,000 to get started and the trailer needs to be put right. Finally, the hard mode gives you $20,000 cash and a $100,000 debt to pay off, and the trailer needs to
be put down exactly that. Apart from the initial features and parking trailers there is not much change with the difficulty rating. Parking trailers can be difficult at first but with practice being quite simple. After paying off the initial debt, the hard mode doesn't seem to be harder than simple
mode. Select Your Load to Haul To get you started you choosing a load, attach a trailer and think about how to get to your destination. There are different types of loads to choose from such as construction equipment, food, gas, and more. Many will have a specific location and the amount
you will make for shipping. Make sure you choose a lot of profitable because, if you spend more gas than you get to deliver you have washed your time. Upgradable Truck After You have Some money you can upgrade your truck. You can buy things like new engines, transmissions and
brakes. Upgrades can make your truck faster and allow you to make your shipments faster that makes them worth the money. Excellent graphics Graphics, as in all 18 WOS games, are incredible. Cities are modeled to reflect how it is as well as local vegetables. Trucks are modeled well
inside and outside. Its interior includes a rear-view mirror as well as CB radio to communicate with other truck drivers. All highways are all named correctly and include signs to tell you how to get to the city you need. The weather plays a factor in driving conditions. When it comes to snow,
you need to slow down to avoid slipping. His details add to the deep impact of the game. Annoying Traffic Law and Long Drive Times There are some weaknesses in the game. Traffic laws are sometimes impossible to follow. Stopping at the red light in a moving truck with two trailers is not
a quick thing, so sometimes you'll run a red light. This infraction will cost you. Also the huge amount of time it takes for the trip can be excessive. Travelling from one side of the country to another can involve several hours of driving. Without saving and returning to him later this can be very
boring. Conclusion - Recommended for Fans of Truck 18 WOS: American Long Haul provides and experiences awesome truck driving. Seeing varying landscapes from Mexico all the way to Canada gives you a lot to explore. Multiple loads and locations means you don't have to estimate
the same into the same place twice. With all the features in this game, you'll have endless hours of entertainment. Throw in your truck hat and hit the road. Average Rating Player Review: (Rating) Click Screenshot to Enlarge Recommended by PC World Magazine (August 2004), The Miami
Herald Online (25 Sept, 2004), and Downhome Magazine (2005 - Favorite Game Site), Free Game Download has provided its users downloadable game quality since 2002. Game players from around the world play tens of thousands of free DFG games every day. DFG is constantly
evolving, striving to bring viewers the most entertaining game downloads available on the Internet. Free Download Games is a small business owned and operated by iWin Inc. Your American Dream Starts Behind Your Own Big Platform Wheel! 18 Steel Wheel: American Long Haul is the
latest in a series of truck simulation games for Windows PCs developed by SCS Software, and published and distributed by North American ValuSoft Cosmi open road awaits! You don't work for Men anymore! You're the owner of your own trucking business and you call the shots. Build your
empire a rig at a time to master the road and defuse the competition. Can you handle stress? Your American dreams start behind the wheel of your big rig Bid - Hopefully the best guy wins. Do you take what companies bid for jobs or do you move and lose valuable time? Remember - Profit
is King! Haul - Start behind the wheels that transport 45+ types of cargo including livestock, chemicals, and mobile homes, cross-country to bring in large dollars. Handle – – beasts don't drive yourself! Back up to load the dock, manage your fuel, and keep your truck in peak condition.
Mastering – Move it better and faster than your competition. Build your reputation beach to the beach as you long distance across 48 states, Canada and now Mexico! Grow - Build your business and add rigs to your fleet. Have up to 37 mammoth machines and trailers. © 2007 SCS
Software. Published and distributed by ValuSoft Cosmi. 18 Wheels Steel American Long Haul, ValuSoft, Cosmi and their respective logos are service marks, trademarks and/or registered trademarks of ValuSoft Cosmi. All trademarks, logos and other copyrights belong to their respective
owners. Copyright. Page 2 Here, you can download free games legally for your PC and laptop: full video games and free demo versions of the best titles around. We recommend the following titles: Euro Truck Simulator 2, Command &amp; Conquer: Red Alert, BeamNG.drive, Spider-Man
2: Games, Deluxe Ski Jump 4, Need Speed: Most Wanted (2005), Minecraft, Postal 2, Volvo: Games, Need Speed: Underground 2.Our Library now contains 202 Enjoying! Page 3 of the site contains modes, free game modifications created by fans, and official additions to your favorite
titles. This mode will make your game battery, add new mechanics, location, characters, and game mode. Our database contains 9613 files with mode and additional games. The most popular modes of the week are: Cyberpunk 2077, Grand Theft Auto: Vice City, Grand Theft Auto V, Need
Speed: Most Wanted (2005), Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas, Need Speed: Underground 2, Instructions &amp; Conquest: Red Alert 2 - Yuri Grudge, Gothic II: Raven Night, Needs Carbon Speed, Grand Theft Auto IV. Page 4 Here, you can find patches that will improve the performance of
your game. Patches and updates are official upgrades created by game developers that eliminate bugs and introduce new game features. The patch only works with the original retail version of the game. Our database contains 3046 files with patches and updates. The most popular spots of
the week are: Agricultural Simulator 19, Agricultural Simulator 17, Agricultural Simulator 15, Euro Truck Simulator 2, Need Speed: Most Wanted (2005), Gothic 3, Grand Theft Auto IV, Mountain &amp; Blade: Warband, Diablo II: Lord of Kemus Page 5 of the software included in this section is
very useful in your computer's daily application. It has been divided into several categories, including: Security (antivirus and firepage software, among other things), system tools (improving the system and Audio &amp;&amp;; videos (everything you need to play audio and video files on
your PC). For players are special categories that contain mandatory software for players, such as GPU drivers, video game console emulation software and customers for platform (such as Steam, Uplay and Origin). In the Software category, you can find utility software available for free (not
for commercial applications), which can improve the performance of your PC in a variety of ways. The software includes a pack of codecs, mandatory to play all kinds of movies, communicators, internet browsers, applications for opening and/or editing sound files and videoclips, data
download managers etc. Of course, in the software tab there is also a program for players. They include: driver packs, needed to get most of Radeon and GeForce GPU, emulators hardware platforms (virtual computers and consoles - both new and old), PC performance enhancement
applications in video games, tools to create/modify games, software to configure controllers (such as gamepads) etc. The software shared by our page is primarily intended for personal computers running on Windows systems. There are both free software versions, as well as trial versions
(shareware). Our Page 6 download section is dedicated to helping you complete a really hard game, or simply open up new possibilities in the game. God's Mode, Visibility, Ethics? We got it! Welcome to our Collection of Game Coaches. Page 7 Coach for the game, the title that starts with
#. Most popular coach: 7 Days to Die, 7 Sins, 60 Seconds!, 007 Legend, Dawn III 9th: Shadow Erthil, 9 Shaolin Monkeys, 007: Blood Rock, 7554: Glorious Memories Revived, 112 Operator, 25 to Live #A B F F
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